Solution Brief

Data Protection for a Remote Workforce
When your physical workplace is
unavailable, your organization
needs a secure, compliant solution
that helps protect remote workers
in the following ways:
›

Enable business continuity

›

Support SLA’s and compliance

›

Automate compliance for
data protection, archiving
and recovery

›

Enable self-service
recovery for remote
workers, freeing IT
resources

›

Meet Recovery Time
Objective (RTO), and
Recovery Point Objective
(RPO) requirements

›

Future Proof Guarantee
investment protection:
trade-In credit from older
and competitive gear

Backup, recovery and compliance for remote
workers
With more employees now working remotely, there is an unprecedented
lack of control over data. While many technological advancements have
allowed companies to fully transition their employees to home offices
safely, data protection and compliance are put to the test. Organizations
need to maintain productivity and security as employees shift to remote
working scenarios.
In a work from anywhere world, organizations need to rethink their data
protection strategies. Instead of relying on local storage, organizations
should be looking to protect distributed data across the edge, core and
cloud. Dell Technologies provides automated and resilient data
protection that can produce a documented process for compliance and
governance including file recovery and restoration - even while
employees work from home.
Let us not forget the need for speed should you have to recover from
data deletion, disaster - or worse, ransomware. Cloud protection helps
secure distributed data and retrieve lost data. It improves collaboration
and makes version control more manageable.

Dell EMC VxRail
Designed exclusively by Dell EMC and VMware, VxRail is the easiest and
fastest way to implement a high-performance VDI solution. VxRail
integrates market-leading 2nd Generation Intel Xeon Scalable
processors, Dell EMC PowerEdge servers, VMware vSAN softwaredefined storage, vSphere virtualization and management software from
Dell EMC and VMware to provide a solid foundation for VDI.
Dell EMC VxRail also offers the latest in security to ensure that your highperforming workloads keep running. Through highly redundant
architecture, integrated Dell EMC data protection software and nondisruptive upgrades, organizations can remain confident that users’
desktops will always be available—even during boot storms and patch
updates. Additional comprehensive data protection options, including
RecoverPoint for VMs, ensures quick operational recovery from disaster.
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The power of Dell Technologies
Find a full spectrum of Dell
solutions to address remote work
challenges including:
›

Data Protection

›

Dell Technologies Unified
Workspace

›

VMware Workspace One

›

Virtual desktop

Modern, proven data protection

For enhanced data protection and security, Dell EMC PowerProtect DP
series appliances provide all-in-one data protection for hybrid multicloud, cloud native, core and edge – providing a powerful, simple
recovery solution for your data everywhere – all with a single appliance.
These appliances are a “must consider” when making plans for cloudbased data protection. And, we are seeing organizations increasingly
leverage the advantages of integrated appliances given we are #1 in Data
Protection Appliance & Software in 2Q20.1

infrastructure (VDI)
›

Secure network access

›

Software-defined WAN

›

Unified endpoint
management

Reduce business risk

Protecting your business starts with protecting your data. Dell gives
organizations an effective way to recover the lifeline of their business
when all other strategies fail. Dell EMC PowerProtect Cyber Recovery
provides the power to enable an automated workflow to augment the
data protection infrastructure with true data isolation via air gap, data
forensics, analytics, and -- most importantly -- data recovery for
increased business resiliency.

The power of Dell Technologies

Leverage the power of Dell Technologies extended client, server,
storage and data protection portfolio. Simplify your IT purchases,
maximize the return on your investment, and gain a single point of
support for all your software and hardware. This includes Dell
Technologies On Demand which delivers an end-to-end portfolio of
consumption-based and as-a-service solutions for the way on-premises
infrastructure and services are consumed today.
Dell Technologies delivers on the promise of remote workplaces and
desktop virtualization today and can handle the needs of tomorrow.

Learn more: www.dellemc.com/dataprotection
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